
You've made us so happy that you click on us! 

So you’re probably in "wedding planning mode" at the moment &

want some basic info on us; fantastic!!  You're in luck we prepared

this auto-response brochure for you to review.

We cross our hearts to follow up via a real live person shortly! 

Do you want planning solutions & wedding day guidance that

guarantees you'll enjoy being engaged, avoid feeling

overwhelmed, stay on track, while taking advantage of 23+ years

of planning experience.

You'll benefit from all of our knowledge & skills leading up to a

flawlessly executed wedding day overflowing with joy, laughter &

endless "I'll always remember moments!"

  

You'll find we’re not your typical planners, as you may have

gathered by our name alone, HBIC stands for Head B*tch In

Charge, because that’s what most couples want on their wedding

day someone else to take the lead so they can enjoy it all! 

Our founder is quick-witted, adds her professional opinions 

based her years of "know-how" while factoring in your

personalities, vision & budget.

Our goals for our couples are clear, to not only keep your sanity,

have fun while planning & most importantly have an absolute

blast on your wedding day.  

So what your first step to a tailored made experience... 

Thanks So Much! 

http://www.hbicweddings.com/


 THE  DISCOVERY  CALL

SUPPORT PLANNING
Support is our partial package & is perfect for someone that

has been planning but your life is just too busy to take on

planning wedding solo.  This mid-level of help can be

enhanced or compressed to fit your needs & budget. 

ELEVATED OR EVENT MANAGEMENT
If all your vendors are chosen & you're looking for support to

make the "day of plan" be perfect & confirm that nothing is

missing for the wedding day.  

OTHER OPTIONS TO THINK ABOUT 
MICRO WEDDINGS & THE HAPPY HOUR

Where you're are at this moment?

What are you priorities in planning & spending?

How are you looking for help from HBIC Weddings?

What support options are "must haves" vs. "nice to haves"?

There's lots to discover in planning a wedding; let's find out:

You're going to invest a sizable amount of time & money into

your wedding & having a discovery call will 100% help frame

your needs & allow us to create options of tailored packages, 

High-value assessment call that leads to options based on your

needs & not a pre-set, pre-priced generic package.

2 OR 3  DAY FULL-SERVICE PLANNING
Our most comprehensive offering we'll be by your side every

step of the way, listening, laughing (a lot) & becoming BFF's.  

TAILORED  PACKAGES



YOUR  HBIC  BENEFITS

You'll have UNLIMITED access to us
Perfect vendor-specific guides brimming with tips,
advice & great questions to ask potential vendors
Prevent the sense feeling overwhelmed
Continuously "have your back" in planning & picking
vendors
Offer guidance during planning & wedding day    

OUR PLANNERS ROCK

Our mantra is "Work smart, not hard!" 
You'll have full access to customized planning software
You'll have an experienced partner to create &
collaborate with you from start to finish

WE'RE TECH SAVVY

Besides the peace of mind we give while planning &
during your wedding, we make a financial donation on
behalf of every couple we have the honor to work with.  
Our charitable partners are:     

WE'RE GIVERS

Both the services & pricing of each package are fully

adjustable based on your needs.

Specific pricing is based on each couple's key factors

such as wedding party size, estimated guest count &

number of locations for your celebration.

WE'RE FLEXIBLE



HBIC Weddings was absolutely
spectacular & helped me survive
wedding planning! I honestly did
not know where to start when I got
engaged.  All I wanted was to be
the bride on my wedding day,
Diane took care of EVERYTHING!

Go with HBIC Weddings. It will be
the best decision you make!

~ April W., Bride

HBIC Weddings is amazing; they
really know how to work with out-
of-town couples that have no time
for wedding planning! 

If you want a planner that will
have your back, call them now!
They really had us covered,
especially with COVID problems
they stood up for us all the way!  

~ Jennifer & Kilus 

HBIC Weddings completely
handled both family members  &
vendors (simultaneously, I might
add) absolutely made our day a
joyful success. 

Not having to worry about
coordinating pesky details
allowed us to ENJOY every
moment of our most special day
together without distractions.

~ Carlo & Kevin & Pup, the dog! 



Diane Brisk
   HBICWeddings.com
   @HBICWeddings
   Diane@HBICWeddings.com
   312-285-6152

LET 'S  CONNECT !

Thanks again for reaching out & reviewing this insta-brochure.

We'll certainly follow up with you person to person & 

look forward to discovering more about you plans.

http://www.hbicweddings.com/

